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Life Insurance Industry Needs
CPA-Quality Advice More Than Ever

By Barry Flagg, Dave Buckwald, and
Brad Sprong

Certain best practices and ethical standards from
the certified public accountant profession could
greatly benefit life insurance policy issuers and policy
holders alike, say life insurance advisors Barry
Flagg, Dave Buckwald, and Brad Sprong.

Power of Life Insurance, Wisdom of CPAs

Recent legislation significantly changed estate tax
planning by ending the ability for one to ‘‘stretch’’ out
retirement benefits over a longer period than the life
of the decedent. Separately from this, beginning in
2026 an individual’s lifetime exemption will revert
from its current $12.9M back to where it stood before
the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, about half that
amount. These two factors, and others, compel advi-
sors to review wealth transition plans and consider
various ideas for developing such plans.

Life insurance is a powerful vehicle to help stabi-
lize families at a time of crisis and despair. It can pro-
vide benefits such as:

• Tax-free death benefits. I.R.C. §101(a)(1) states
in general that ‘‘gross income does not include
amounts received under a life insurance contract,
if such amounts are paid by reason of the death of
the insured.’’

• Tax-deferred growth of cash values. Cash value
increases in a life insurance policy are not taxed
to the policyholder as long as the policy remains
in force (Theodore H. Cohen v. Commissioner, 39
T.C. 1055, 1056 (1963); Abram Nesbitt, II v.
Commissioner, 43 T.C. 629 (1965); Reg. §1.446-
1(c)(1)(ii)).

• Non-taxable withdrawals. Withdrawals from life
insurance contracts that are not modified endow-
ments, are treated as a withdrawal of basis first,
and are taxed only to the extent that they exceed
basis (§7702(f)(7)(B)(iii)).

• Non-taxable loans and possible exemption
from estate taxation. Loans from in-force insur-
ance policies that are not modified endowments,
are received income tax free (§72(e)(5)(A)(i)).
The tax preferences of a life insurance policy
make it critical for clients to consider life insur-
ance policies as part of their wealth transition
plan.

Certified Public Accountants (CPAs) may be called
upon to assist their clients with advice on understand-
ing the performances and tax consequences of such
investments. While CPAs should not provide invest-
ment or legal advice, the common practice of scan-
ning policy illustrations to select likely outperformers
should give way in favor of a more in-depth under-
standing from the CPA profession.

Filling the Gap in Insurance Regulation

The life insurance industry has a long history of
promoting life insurance products in response to vari-
ous regulatory and non-regulatory events. However,
costs charged inside cash value life insurance policies
can often negate the benefits these policies are de-
signed to address.

In addition, current regulations in most states per-
mit agents, brokers, and insurers to ‘‘quote’’ low pre-
miums while charging steep costs and not disclosing
the even steeper risks of additional premium calls or
policy lapses. Therefore, the traditional exercise of
comparing quoted premiums or illustrated cash values
under the National Association of Insurance Commis-
sioners (NAIC) Illustrations Model Regulation is in-
sufficient.

CPA-Quality advice, as defined by the AICPA Code
of Professional Conduct, can fill this life insurance
gap. The AICPA Code of Professional Conduct re-
quires CPAs to:

1. Be guided by their principles, ensuring ‘‘clients’
interests are best served [when] members . . .
serve the public interest [by] resolving conflicts
. . . with integrity, . . . objectivity [and] indepen-
dence.’’

2. Provide Due Care by ‘‘requir[ing] . . . compe-
tence and diligence . . . to render services . . .
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carefully [and] thorough[ly according to] appli-
cable technical and ethical standards,’’ and

3. Review sufficient relevant data ‘‘to afford a rea-
sonable basis for conclusions or recommendations
in relation to any professional services per-
formed.’’
Many CPAs struggle to apply these principles to
life insurance product evaluations and recommen-
dations, because decision-support for life insur-
ance product recommendations has been gov-
erned by NAIC Life Insurance Illustrations Model
Regulation #582 (as adopted by each state), which
lacks several elements of the AICPA Code of Pro-
fessional Conduct principles considered above.

Specifically, NAIC’s model regulation doesn’t re-
quire disclosure of any data as to costs, performance,
or risk. Therefore, following NAIC’s model regulation
won’t generate sufficient relevant data for a diligent
selection or a reasonable basis for product recommen-
dations or decisions regarding life insurance policies.

Best Interests: A Better Way

To assist the CPA, among other interested parties,
both the federal Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) and the New York Department of Financial
Services (NY DFS) have issued ‘‘best interest’’ rules
for life insurance product recommendations. These
are more consistent with the AICPA Code of Profes-
sional Conduct and other fiduciary guidelines. The
purpose of its guidelines, along with the SEC Regula-
tion Best Interest (SEC Reg BI), is to require more
than NAIC illustration comparisons as decision-
support. (Attorneys for the life insurance industry lob-
bied to ‘‘expressly include’’ illustration comparisons,
but NY DFS rejected this request.) Instead, product
recommendations should be based on costs that are
justified, performance that is reasonable, and risks that
are appropriate to relevant suitability information, and
made with the care, skill, prudence, and diligence of
a prudent person, considering only the interests of the
consumer.

SEC Reg BI imposes a Disclosure Obligation for
costs (i.e., product-level fees), the largest of which is
cost-of-insurance (COI) charges, which are not dis-
closed in either the product prospectus or a NAIC-
compliant illustration. SEC Reg BI also includes a
‘‘Care Obligation’’ requiring reasonable diligence,
care, and skill in making product recommendations.

Defining a client’s best interests for life insurance
product recommendations in terms of costs, perfor-
mance, and risk is well established as the appropriate
methodology. The Financial Industry Regulatory Au-
thority, which issued IM-2210-2(c), asserts that it is
inappropriate to compare a life insurance policy with
another product based on hypothetical performance.
To back up policy illustrations, any comparison must
disclose all material differences, which could include
investment objectives, costs and expenses, liquidity,
safety, guarantees or insurance, and the risk of fluc-
tuation of principal or return. Omitting any of these
considerations might cause communications to be
misleading, according to FINRA Rule 2210(d).

Inappropriate Illustrations

Why are illustration comparisons so unreliable?
Let’s look at an example.

Below are illustrations for two different products: a
traditional universal life (UL) policy and an indexed
universal life (IUL) policy with some stock market
participation. Such illustrations are routinely used to
imply or suggest that low premiums are a proxy for
low costs.

However, let’s review excerpts from the actual
insurer-generated illustrations showing anticipated
costs as well as earned interest calculated at a 5.0%
assumed rate. As you can see in Figure 1, the UL
product charges $30,463 in premium loads, $122,760
in fixed administration expenses (FAEs), and
$991,804 for COI charges, totaling of $1,145,027
through policy year 50. (Figures 1-4 courtesy One
Team Financial.)
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On the other hand, the insurer with the IUL product
represents it will charge a total of $822,421: $15,252
in premium loads, $4,500 in administration and rider

charges, $372,677 in FAEs, and $429,992 in COIs

over 50 years, as shown in Figure 2.

Note that the $169,240 premium outlay for the UL
policy (Figure 1) is much lower than the illustrated
amount for the IUL policy (Figure 2: $258,500). That
doesn’t make sense if the UL policy’s total costs are
much higher than those of the IUL policy —
$1,145,027 vs. $822,421 — as revealed above.

The answer, as often is true in policy illustrations,
is that the amount of assumed interest credited is not
as it appears. Thus, CPAs should look closely at
policy costs separate from the interest component.

Interest credited to a policy in any given year will

be calculated starting with the end-of-prior-year

policy account value, adding new premium contribu-

tions, deducting COIs and policy expenses, and then

multiplying that result by the applicable interest rate.

For instance, the interest credited on an account of

$110,000, plus $0 in premiums, less $9,000 in COIs

and expenses, would be a little over $5,000 at the

5.00% rate indicated in the illustrations here.
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However, the amount shown to be calculated and
credited in these UL and IUL policies is hardly 5.0%.
As revealed in Figure 3, the account value of the UL
policy is projected to be $110,461 at the end of policy
year 25. Adding premium contributions of $0 and sub-
tracting $9,137 in total policy costs ($0 in premium

loads, $2,455 in FAEs, and $6,682 in COIs) would
bring us to $101,324. Ignoring such math, the UL il-
lustration shows the account value growing to
$115,493. The amount credited is shown as $14,170,
which at almost 14% is nearly triple the 5.0% suppos-
edly assumed.

Similarly, Figure 4 shows the account value of the
IUL policy is projected to be $392,777 at the end of
policy year 25; in year 26, policy costs are expected
to be $15,470, which would drop the value to
$377,307.

To reach the accumulated value of $408,904 at the
end of year 26, as shown in Figure 4, the interest

credit for year 26 is put at $31,597. However, the

$31,597 shown to be credited on $377,307 is clearly

not 5.0% but instead closer to 8.0%. Although the de-

gree of exaggeration of interest earnings in the IUL

policy is less than in the UL product, the comparison

of illustrations is clearly not ‘‘apples-to-apples.’’
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The above review is not an isolated example of un-
reliable illustration comparisons, and the authors
strongly encourage the CPA to review carefully these
illustrations.

Alternative Avenues

According to Veralytic Research, which offers
fiduciary-oriented advisors tools for measuring the
competitiveness of internal policy costs and the rea-
sonableness of performance expectations against the
universe of peer-group alternatives, the pricing and
performance of all cash value life insurance products
is a function of just a few factors:

• Cost of insurance charges (COI) for death benefit
claims;

• Policy Expenses (E) for policy design, underwrit-
ing, distribution and administration; and

• Investment gains and/or interest income (i%)
credited to policy cash values in excess of COIs
and E.
In other words, premiums are always based on the
following formula in minimum — premium de-
fined — death — benefit policy designs, and
policy performance is always based on the fol-
lowing formula in maximum — accumulation de-
fined — contribution policy designs:

This formula can be used to evaluate the pricing of
either proposed coverages or in-force policies (the in-
surance policy’s premium has been paid, and cover-
age now applies to the policyholder). First, separate
policy costs into either COIs or policy expenses (E).
Then, group expenses as (1) FAEs, (2) cash — value
— based ‘‘wrap fees’’ (Mortality & Expenses, or
M&Es), or (3) premium loads.

Because these costs vary from year to year, result-
ing in hundreds of cost figures that are difficult to
evaluate or compare, such evaluation and comparison

becomes much more practical when ‘‘normalized’’ to

account for differences in amounts and timing. This

normalization of varying policy charges computes a

single value for each pricing component by adjusting

for differences in timing at the rate of interest/earnings

at which the policy cash values would otherwise
grow, if not for the deduction of the given charge(s).
Normalized values can be compared with industry
benchmarks for each pricing component. (See Figure
6, courtesy of Veralytic.)

The practice of benchmarking is well established in
the financial services industry: the performance of an

investment is compared to a standard, independent
point of reference. Thus, the performance of a mutual
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fund may be compared with the Dow Jones Industrial
Average, the S&P 500, the NASDAQ, or the Wilshire
5000, depending on the fund’s objective.

In the same vein, comparing a given life insurance
product’s COIs and expenses to industry standard
mortality tables and industry aggregate expense ratios
reveals actual cost competitiveness or excessiveness.
Such comparisons of costs to benchmarks is consis-
tent with prevailing practices in other segments of the
financial services business, is compliant with FINRA
Rules, and is a value-add for CPAs.

For instance, to understand the competitiveness of
total costs relative to the universe of peer-group alter-
natives, normalized costs can be calculated relative to
death benefits (which can fluctuate over time and/or
be different among different products), and are then
compared to industry benchmarks. (See Figure 7,
courtesy of Veralytic, which shows the present value
of all policy costs per dollar of death benefit over the
expected policy holding period.)

Measuring aggregate costs per dollar of death ben-
efits, relative to benchmarks, also provides insights as
to the relative impact and fairness of individual pric-
ing components on overall policy pricing. As shown
in Figure 7, COIs typically comprise 85% of total
costs, whereas policy expenses and premium loads
make up 15% of the total.

A characterization of these costs is as follows:

• COIs are deductions from permanent life insur-
ance policies to cover anticipated payments for
death claims.

• Policy expenses include FAEs, which are typi-
cally charged for actuarial design, underwriting,
new business processing, service and administra-
tion.

• Premium loads, which are calculated as a percent
of premiums paid in a given year, typically range
between 0% and 35%.

Reasonableness of Performance Expectations

Past performance won’t guarantee future results,
but the reasonableness of performance expectations is
a function of historical performance of cash value in-
vestment options. Such choices should have accept-
able levels of risk, expense ratios, and diversification.

Policy account values in traditional products are in-
vested in the insurer’s general account. Here, insurers
invest predominantly in fixed-income securities such
as high-grade corporate bonds and government-
backed mortgages. Traditional products include all
forms of universal life insurance and whole life,
where investment expenses generally are not dis-
closed.

Policy account values in variable products are di-
rected by the policy owner among a family of mutual
fund—like separate accounts. Typical options include
domestic and foreign stock funds, domestic and for-
eign bond funds, a money market account, and a fixed
account that might be similar to the insurer’s general
account.

Neither cash value-based investment expenses,
cash value-based insurance expenses (M&Es), nor life
insurance policy earnings are generally illustrated in a
consistent manner. Therefore, it’s vital for CPAs to
understand differences between the rate of return
shown in illustrations versus the actual rate of return
that is reasonable to expect. Appendix A outlines the
key terms policy illustrations may show.

The availability of cash value is also an element of
suitability. Cash value, or cash surrender value (CSV),
is the amount available to the policyholder for with-
drawal or upon policy termination, after the surrender
charge. All other factors being equal, the higher the
accessible cash value after the deduction of cost of in-
surance charges, policy expenses, and contingent sur-
render charges, the more suitable the policy. As such,
measuring cash value accessibility against benchmark
average cash values is useful in determining which
products are in the client’s best interest. (See Figure 8
for an example measurement of accessible cash val-
ues, courtesy of Veralytic.)
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Risk Considerations

Although the premium is often misconstrued as the
price/cost of a life insurance policy, that’s not the
case. Instead, the price/cost is the sum of the expenses
deducted from the premium/contribution. As such, the
stability of the planned premium payments in a mini-
mum premium defined death benefit policy design,
and/or the reliability of projected benefits in a maxi-
mum accumulation defined contribution policy, is al-
ways a function of the following formula:

Premiums/Benefits = COIs + E – i%
If costs are greater than expected or interest/

earnings are less than expected, additional premiums
will be required to maintain expected benefits. Alter-
natively, expected benefits will be reduced or lost.
Therefore, due diligence for product recommenda-
tions should consider whether (a) expected cost of in-
surance charges are consistent with mortality experi-
ence, (b) expected policy expenses are consistent with
operating experience, and (c) expected policy interest/
earnings are consistent with historical performance.

For example, traditional ‘‘fixed products’’ (univer-
sal life and whole life) are required to invest assets
underlying policy cash values predominantly in high-
grade corporate bonds and government-backed mort-
gages. As such, the policy interest crediting rate for
universal life products and the dividend interest cred-
iting rate for whole life products will generally corre-
late over time with the 5.0% historical rate of return
on such assets.

However, NAIC Model Regulations permit illustra-
tions to assume interest crediting rates as high as
14.0%. These assumed rates are generally guaranteed
for one year or less (considerably less than the ex-
pected holding period for permanent policies), and be-

cause insurers routinely change declared interest rates,
proper due diligence requires looking beneath the cur-
rent policy crediting rate to consider both historical
performance of both invested assets underlying policy
cash values and corresponding asset class bench-
marks.

Likewise, NAIC-compliant illustrations permit
policy earnings assumptions as high as 12.0 % for
variable products such as variable life and variable
universal life insurance. That’s without regard to the
actual asset allocation appropriate to the risk profile of
the client. Thus, a careful review of such illustrations
is warranted by the CPA for reasonableness, compari-
son of products and related tax consequences.

CPA-Quality Advice for Life Insurance

With life insurance likely to become more common
in estate tax planning strategies, there is a growing
need for CPA-Quality advice on policy selection and
retention. As mentioned above, it is important to re-
member that CPAs do not provide investment or legal
advice, but they should work in tandem with other ap-
propriate advisors and base recommendations on a
careful, skilled, prudent, and diligent evaluation of tax
consequences, costs, performance, and risks relative
to benefits.

If there was ever an asset on a client’s balance
sheets needing CPA-Quality advice, life insurance is
it and now is the time for CPAs to provide this qual-
ity advice.

Appendix A

Key terms policy illustrations may show:
Gross Rate. The gross policy interest/earnings rate

is that rate of return credited to policy cash values re-
ported before deduction of investment—related fund
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management expenses (FMEs) and before deduction
of cash-value-based insurance expenses. The gross
rate is typically disclosed in variable life products but
not in traditional universal life or whole life products.
The reporting of the gross policy earnings rate is
somewhat unique to life insurance products as rates of
returns for investment products are often reported net
of FMEs.

Net Rate. The net policy interest/earnings rate is
that rate of return credited to policy cash values re-
ported after deduction of investment—related FMEs,
but before deduction of cash value-based insurance
expenses. Therefore, this net rate equals the gross rate
minus FMEs, and as such is most closely analogous
to the investment rate of return on policy cash values.
(Universal life policy interest crediting rates and
whole life dividend interest crediting rates are gener-
ally reported after deducting investment expenses.)
This net rate is also consistent with mutual funds’ re-
porting of earnings after the deduction of related in-
vestment expenses and is therefore most useful in
comparing performance outcomes for different life in-
surance or other financial products.

Net-Net Rate. The net-net policy interest/earnings
rate is that rate of return credited to policy cash val-
ues reported after deduction of both investment FMEs
and cash value-based insurance wrap fees such as

M&Es. This net—net rate equals the net rate minus
M&Es, reflecting the rate of return reported on policy
cash values after all cash value-based fees. It also can
be referred to as the policy rate of return: the rate of
return on policy cash values after deduction of invest-
ment and insurance wrap fees.

The net—net rate is the rate of return at which cash
values would otherwise grow but for the deduction of
all other policy expenses such as COIs, FAEs and pre-
mium loads. Thus, it’s the most useful metric for ac-
counting for differences in the timing and amount of
different charges in different policies.

Some practitioners may suggest using a gross rate
rather than a net rate for accurate policy comparisons.
However, the use of a consistent gross rate is valid
only when the appropriate cash value allocation is
known and made consistent for all products under
evaluation.

For instance, consider a comparison of performance
and costs between two products with 8.0% gross rates
of return but different holdings and fees, as shown in
Figure 9 (courtesy of Veralytic). Product A’s cash
value allocation is balanced between income and eq-
uity asset classes with an average FME of 1.00%.
Product B allocates 100% of its cash values to a stable
value account with FMEs of 0.25%.

As shown, comparing performance based on a con-
sistent gross rate, but without knowing and making
consistent the cash value asset allocation, can result in
understated investment expenses and overstated
policy performance. In addition, if the asset allocation
changes over time, changing investment expenses,
and if separate account funds are frequently added to
and deleted from a given product, in turn changing in-
vestment expenses, comparing performance based on
a consistent gross rate will produce inconsistent re-
sults. On the other hand, cash value-based insurance
expenses are set at the time of policy issue and do not
change from that pre—set schedule. Thus, comparing
performance based on a consistent net rate will pro-
duce consistent results over time.

This article does not necessarily reflect the opinion
of Bloomberg Industry Group, Inc., the publisher of
Bloomberg Law and Bloomberg Tax, or its owners.
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